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9 Running NuWro ∗Cezary JuszzakInstitute for Theoretial PhysisUniversity of WroªawThe NuWro Neutrino Event Generator developed by the Wroªaw Neu-trino Group (WNG) is lightweight but full featured. It handles all in-teration types important in neutrino-nuleus sattering as well as DIShadronization and intranulear asade. Its input �le, by default params.txt,is a plain text �le and the output �le, by default eventsout.root, is a root1�le whih an be analyzed by means of the inluded myroot program, orby standard root, after loading supplied ditionary library event1.so.1. Installing NuWroNuWro is a neutrino event generator developed by the Wroªaw NeutrinoGroup. It an be downloaded as a tar ball from:http://borg.ift.uni.wro.pl/websvnAlternatively, the subversion ommand:svn export svn://borg.ift.uni.wro.pl/pub/nuwroan be used to reate a diretory nuwro ontaining the opy of the urrentNuWro soures. Then it should be enough to type:d nuwromaketo build the program, provided the root software on�gured with the Pythia6library is installed on one's omputer.

∗ Presented by C. Juszzak at the 45th Winter Shool in Theoretial Physis �Neu-trino Interations: from Theory to Monte Carlo Simulations�, L¡dek-Zdrój, Poland,February 2�11, 2009.
1 root and rootint are parts of the CERN software http://root.ern.h/ and .rootis the �le extension of data �les used and produed by the software.(1)

http://arxiv.org/abs/0909.1492v1
http://borg.ift.uni.wroc.pl/websvn
http://root.cern.ch/


2 nuwro2 printed on September 8, 20091.1. Installing root with Pythia6Unfortunately the libPythia6.so library is not inluded in the rootdistribution. It must be downloaded and built separately before buildingroot. It is best done by typing eitherbuild_pythia6.sh2 gfortranorbuild_pythia6.sh g77depending on whih fortran ompiler you have.The resulting libPythia6.so �le should be plaed in the lib diretoryof the root soure tree3. Then the root software should be on�gured andbuild with the following ommands 4 issued in the root soures diretory:./onfigure --with-pythia6-libdir=`pwd`/libmakeTo be able to run root from any loation and ompile root based programslike nuwro, the following lines should be added to one's .bash_profile5export ROOTSYS= path to diretory where you made rootexport PATH=$PATH:$ROOTSYS/binexport LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$LD_LIBRARY_PATH:$ROOTSYS/lib2. Running NuwroTo run the program in the default mode type:./nuwroand to use non-default input and output type:./nuwro -i myinput.txt -o myoutput.rootAny number of values of the parameters de�ned in the input �le may beoverwritten by values spei�ed on the ommand line as follows:./nuwro -p "parname1=parvalue1" -p "parname2=parvalue2" ...whih is very useful when running nuwro in bath mode with hanging pa-rameter values and output loations.
2 build_pythia6.sh is a sript by Robert Hather <rhather�fnal.gov> whih an bedownloaded from http://home.fnal.gov/∼rhather/build_pythia6.sh.txt
3 Obtain root soures from http://root.ern.h/drupal/ontent/downloading-root
4 Several libraries are needed to build root and Pythia6. Under Ubuntu 9.04 thefollowing pakages must be installed: g++, gfortran, libX11-dev, libxft-dev,x11proto-xext-dev, libXpm-dev, libXext-dev.
5 For a system wide installation, a �le root.sh onsisting of these three lines shouldbe plaed in /et/profile.d/ diretory, instead. Under Ubuntu it is onvenient toput them to .bashr

http://home.fnal.gov/~rhatcher/build_pythia6.sh.txt
http://root.cern.ch/drupal/content/downloading-root


nuwro2 printed on September 8, 2009 3NuWro input �leAll the parameters of the NuWro generator are read from a �le, usuallyparams.txt. The struture of this �le is quite simple � eah line is either aomment (if it begins with #):# This is an example of a omment lineor a substitution:parameter_name = parameter_valueParameter names oinide with the orresponding C++ variable names insidethe program. Only four parameter types are used: int (integer number),double (�oating point number), ve (3D vetor initialized by three whitespae separated numbers) and string (strethes to the end of line).The meaning of the parameters is brie�y explained and their possiblevalues listed in the ommented lines of the params.txt �le itself. Let ussummarize the meaning of the most important the parameters here.Basi parametersThe test events are not stored in the output �le, but the average of theirweights beomes the total ross setion in eah hannel:number_of_test_events = 1000000The number of unweighted events to be stored in the output is given by:number_of_events = 500000The beam de�nitionAt present, only beams of idential neutrinos �ying in the same diretionare allowed. The beam diretion oordinates x, y, z and neutrino PDG odemust be spei�ed e.g.beam_diretion = 0 0 1beam_partile = 14The neutrino energy given in MeV an be either �xed e.g.beam_energy = 1000or given as a histogram enoded in the sequene of numbers: Emin, Emax,
n1, n2, n3 . . . , nk.beam_energy = 1000 4000 1 2 3The number of beans k is inferred from the length of the sequene andthe bean width is (Emax − Emin)/k. De�nitions of a few popular beamsare inluded in the params.txt �le and it is enough to unomment theorresponding (sometimes very long) line to use one of them.



4 nuwro2 printed on September 8, 2009The target nuleus de�nitionThe target nuleus is de�ned by the following parameters:nuleus_p = 8 // number of protonsnuleus_n = 8 // number of neutronsnuleus_density = 1 // 1 - onstant, 2 - realisti densityand the swith identifying the nuleus model to be used:nuleus_target = 1with the following allowed values: 0 - free nuleon; 1 - Fermi gas; 2 - loalFermi gas; 3 - FG with Bodek-Rithie momentum distribution; 4 - "e�etive"spetral funtion (arbon or oxygen); 5 - deuterium.In ases where the Fermi Gas model is used it is possible to speify:nuleus_E_b = 27 // nuleon bounding Energy in MeVnuleus_kf = 225 // Fermi momentum in MeVThe physis e�ets swithesNonzero values of the swithes:dyn_qel_, dyn_res_, dyn_dis_, dyn_oh_,dyn_qel_n, dyn_res_n, dyn_dis_n, dyn_oh_nindiate that quasi elasti, resonant, deep inelasti, and oherent eventsshould be generated. There are n/ variants to separately ontrol gener-ation of neural urrent and harge urrent events.The quasi-elasti ross setions depend on the values of axial masses:qel_n_axial_mass= 1030 //MeVqel__axial_mass= 1100 //MeVand the hoie of the form fators:qel__vetor_ff_set = 1 // only 1 is possibleqel__axial_ff_set = 1 // 1 - dipole form fators,// 2, 3, 4 - two-fold paraboli modifiationsBy speifying a nonzeoro value of the parameters:flux_orretion = 1qel_relat = 1



nuwro2 printed on September 8, 2009 5the di�erene in neutrino �ux between nuleon and nuleus frames is a-ounted for.Finally, running the asade ode with Pauli-bloking of the intermediatenuleons, is ahieved by the lines:kaskada_on = 1pauli_bloking = 1Some parameters are not listed here beause they are used only for test-ing nuwro and setting them to nondefault values would result in obtaininginorret results. 3. Analysing the outputThe output of nuwro is a root �le, usually eventsout.root. This �leontains only one objet treeout whih is a TTree with a single branh eontaining the event objets. The easiest way to aess this �le is by meansof the myroot program:./myroot eventsout.rootwhih is build together with nuwro. It is a version of root ontaining aditionary for the lass event and all its dependenies. Eah event ontainsthe following data:params - parameters read from the input �le and the ommand line.flags - set of booleans (oh, qel, dis, res, n, , anty) to easily�lter events based on primary vertex interation type.dyn - integer identifying the dynamis used in the primary vertex.in, tmp, out, post, all - are STL6 vetors of partiles (inoming, tem-porary, outgoing, post, and all the partiles inluding the intermediateasade partiles).weight - a number proportional to the ross setion.It has also a number of useful methods: q2(), s(), n(), W(), nof(), et.A partile is a Lorentz fourvetor with oordinates t, x, y, z denot-ing its energy and momentum omponents, supplied with is pdg ode, mass,position fourvetor r (used only by the asade ode) and some less impor-tant attributes. Several methods are added with self explanatory names likeE(), Ek(), momentum(), v(), . . . .
6 STL - stands for the C++ Standard Template Library



6 nuwro2 printed on September 8, 2009By onvention in[0℄ is always the beam partile and out[0℄ is the out-going lepton. Thanks to the way the root interpreter handles STL vetors,that you an type out[0℄.t for the outgoing lepton energy, out.Ek() forthe energy of all outgoing partiles and �out.size() for the number of out-going partiles (here out[0℄ stands for the �rst outgoing partile, out forany outgoing partile and �out for the whole vetor of outgoing partiles).The possibility to use native C++ methods from the root interpretersigni�antly simpli�es the analysis. It is possible to obtain many interestingplots with just one ommand:treeout->Draw("out.mass()"); //masses of outgoing partiles.treeout->Draw("n()"); // number of outgoing partilestreeout->Draw("nof(111)","flag.dis*flag.");// number of π0 produed in deep inelasti harge urrent eventstreeout->Draw("out.momentum()","out.pdg==111");// momenta of outgoing π0.treeout->Draw("all.r.x:all.r.y:all.r.z");// plaes where the interations took plae in the asade odetreeout->Draw("q2()","flag.dis");// proportional to dσ/dq2 di�erential ross setion in the DIS hannelIn more ompliated ases it is possible to write a sript or a root basedC++ program to perform the analysis. It is also possible to add moremethods to the partile and event lasses. More information on NuWroan be found on http://wng.ift.uni.wro.pl/nuwro.REFERENCES[1℄ J.A. Nowak, Constrution of an event generator... , PhD Thesis (in polish),Wroªaw Univ. 2006, http://wng.ift.uni.wro.pl/wng/papers/Nowak_PhD.ps[2℄ J.A. Nowak, Wroªaw neutrino event generator, Phys. Sr. T127 (2006) 70[3℄ J.A. Nowak, J.T. Sobzyk, Hadron prodution in Wroªaw Neutrino EventGenerator, Ata Phys. Pol. B37 (2006) 2371[4℄ J. Sobzyk, NuWro � Monte Carlo generator of neutrino interations, in pro-eedings of 10th International Workshop on Neutrino Fatories, Super beamsand Beta beams (NuFat08), PoS(NUFACT08) 141[5℄ C. Juszzak, J.A. Nowak, J.T. Sobzyk, Simulations from a new neutrinoevent generator, Nul. Phys. B (Pro. Suppl.) 159 (2006) 211
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